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We propose a novel hybrid learning approach to gain situation awareness in smart environments

by introducing a new situation identifier that combines an expert system and a machine learning

approach. Traditionally, expert systems and machine learning approaches have been widely used

independently to detect ongoing situations as themain functionality in smart environments in various

domains. Expert systems lack the functionality to adapt the system to each user and are expensive to

design based on each setting. On the other hand, machine learning approaches fail in the challenge of

cold start andmaking explainable decisions. Using both of these approaches enables the system to use

user’s feedback and capture environmental changes while exploiting the initial expert knowledge to

solve the mentioned challenges. We use decision trees and situation templates as the core structure

to interpret sensor data. To evaluate the proposed method, we generate a new human-annotated

dataset simulating a smart environment. Our experiments show superior results compared with the

initial expert system and the machine learning approach while preserving the initial expert system’s

interpretability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The boost of techniques in machine learning and pervasive

computing and the increased accessibility of environmental

data have resulted in an increasing interest in smart environ-

ments. Moreover, smart environments have shown promising

results in various areas, such as healthcare monitoring, elderly

assisting and surveillance. On the other side, the reduction of
power consumption in electronic components and the spread

of wireless communication technologies provide a feasible

platform for smart environments to play an essential role in

daily human life [1]. Furthermore, as sensors get more robust

and varied, smart environments can become smarter due to the

availability of comprehensive information from their surround-

ings.
Sensor data are useful in understanding the ongoing situation

in an environment and in offering relevant services to the

environment’s users. However, these data are almost meaning-
less without an interpretation process. Smart environments can

gain a better understanding of their surroundings by analyzing

raw sensor data. This newfound understatement is essential to
enable a productive interaction between smart environments

and users. However, it is quite challenging due to the difficulties
of interacting with a living agent.

The first exquisite challenge is the dynamic nature of such

interaction. Interactions are not likely to follow a particular

pattern during a long period and tend to change frequently.

Changes can appear in the behavior of living agents or the avail-

ability and reliability of sensor data. As shown in HCI1 research

[2], the most important goal of situation-aware environments is

helping their users to achieve their objectives by providing them

with relevant services.

Another challenge is the considerable amount of data gener-

ated frequently by many sensors, making it hard to maintain a

real-time interaction. Moreover, the generated data by sensors

are often unreliable due to the possible corruption of com-

munication tools or low accuracy measurements. Furthermore,

considering only the recent data received from sensors is often

inadequate to understand changes in an environment. Hence,

storing historical data is a mandatory task. For example, it is

not clear if a man is entering a room by looking at his presence

in the room and his previous location is required to identify

whether he has just entered the room or was already in there.

1 Human–computer interaction
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The process of detecting a situation in a smart environment

consists of (i) gathering data from sensor networks, (ii) deriving

more abstract information from sensor data and (iii) identifying

occurring situation by considering the abstract information pro-

vided by the second step [3]. The abstract information derived

from the sensor data is commonly referred to as context.

Context is any information that can characterize an entity’s

situation, where the entity is an object playing a role in the

environment [4].

The ability of a smart environment to be aware of context

is called context awareness. It is formally defined as the use

of context by the smart environment to provide task-relevant

information or services to a user [5]. Context awareness is con-

sidered as a key factor in developing intelligent and practical

systems and is considered important in many applications such

as intelligent transportation [6–11], smart cities [12, 13] and

healthcare [14–17].

The context requires further interpretation to yield a better

understanding of the environment. This process is called situa-

tion identification. A situation is a more complex structure than

context; the situation involves complex relations and temporal

aspects with a need for additional semantic interpretation [18].

Situation awareness is defined as the understanding of factors

in an environment regarding time and space, the appreciation

of their semantic and a hypothetical status of what is going to

happen to them [19].

Many methods and approaches have been proposed for

achieving situation awareness in smart environments. Some

methods use machine learning [20–25], while others utilize

specification-based [2, 18, 26, 27] methods [28]. Recent

approaches [29] combine both types of methods and tackle

this issue with a hybrid setting. Hybrid methods tend to

use the benefits of both approaches while eliminating their

weaknesses [28]. The main drawbacks of machine learning

methods are the lack of initial expert knowledge and the cold

start challenge. On the other hand, the specification-based

methods’ main drawback is the lack of adaptation strategy

in dynamic environments. Moreover, designing an accurate

specification-based model for a single environment takes a lot

of time and effort.

This work differs from the previous approaches as it elim-

inates each method’s weakness by utilizing the other method

advantages. We propose a novel approach to merge human

knowledge and machine learning while keeping the process

traceable, interpretable and clear to the smart environment’s

user and overcome the detection power of both main cores.

This is an essential step toward a more reliable and adapt-

able situation awareness for smart environments. It provides

the user with acceptable initial decisions based on a more

general expert knowledge and customizes the experience to

the user’s expectations in each specific environment via an

automatic process of requesting feedback. This will lighten

the user’s burden to customize the general framework and

introduces an easy to setup environment that is still functional

on the journey and does not fail on new and not experienced

scenarios.

This paper introduces a new hybrid approach toward situ-

ation identification consistent with the architecture presented

in [30], which is a specification-based approach that relies on

situation templates. We show that this new hybrid approach is

superior in accuracy, flexibility and adaptability compared with

the prior work. To summarize, our main contributions are as

follows:

• proposing an algorithm to utilize both situations tem-

plates as expert systems and decision trees as a learning

approach in a unified system,

• creating a synthetic dataset and annotating it manually to

analyze the approach,

• proposing an approach for extending an expert system

and providing it with flexibility and adaptability using

machine learning,

• achieving better results on the new dataset compared

with both the expert system and the machine learning

approach.

In the remainder of this paper, we review previous related

works in Section 3. In Section 2, we discuss the challenges

and the issues of possible modifications to the situation iden-

tification process. The method is presented in Section 4 and

eventually the evaluation of the proposed method is described

in Section 5.

2. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CHALLENGES

In order to accurately detect situations in a smart environment,

it is essential to understand the environmental characteristics.

These characteristics are our motivation to develop a hybrid

learning method rather than a specification-based approach.

The dynamic nature of active environments is already dis-

cussed in Section 1. It is our first key to design a self-adaptive

method toward situation recognition.

Data corruption in smart environments is another challenge.

Data corruption can be due to either broken sensors or uncer-

tainty in sensor measurements. Uncertainty means that the data

received from a sensor should not be considered 100% true

[31]. Hence, the interpretation processes of these data should be

able to handle errors and prevent incorrect reasoning on these

uncertain inputs. Additionally, broken sensors result in either a

shortage of required data input for interpretation or misleading

input values.

Another challenge is the massive amount of data flowing

from sensors to central processor units. Sensors are frequently

producing values. These data are transformed and compiled

into context information when received by a central processor

unit. The processor unit is not aware of the usefulness of

incoming data before analyzing them. Processing these data

requires a significant amount of processing overhead [32]. If a
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smart system has to store every image of environment sensors’

data or process the whole input data at every data arrival, it

would need a lot of resources and a significant amount of

time to extract any meaningful information or retrieve an old

stored data from the warehouses. Besides, the necessity of

keeping historical information to recognize changes or patterns

in an environment indicates the urgency of storing data into

warehouses, which have to be considered in interpreting the

new coming data. It justifies the big data challenge of smart

environments without considering any appropriate filtering

mechanism for data processing.

In the end, interaction with humans is the most challenging

part of every HCI system. In a smart environment, if all tasks

are done automatically or the user does not play any role in

the decision cycle, the system is not fit for proper interaction

with the user. The user must feel that the whole system is under

his/her control and its mission is to help him/her to do his/her

daily tasks easier and quicker. This type of interaction requires

two primary considerations: first, the user must be aware of the

system procedures and be able to change its behavior; second,

the system must adapt itself to the user needs and facilitate the

completion of routine or daily tasks.

Here, we provide some intuition for solving these challenges

in the proposed model. First, to consider the dynamic nature of

environments, we use a dynamic knowledge adaption through

machine learning techniques. These techniques help modify

the situation models whenever needed. Second, we handle

uncertainty in two steps. First, the accuracy of sensor data is

modeled as a relation between a sensor node and a confidence

node in the context model mentioned in Fig. 1. Furthermore,

machine learning techniques are used to detect broken sensors

and eliminate them from the situation models. Third, as situa-

tion templates are used in the identification process, filtering

is automatically applied as situation templates only contain

predefined data types to check instead of checking all the

inputs provided to them. The filtering mechanism decreases the

overhead of processing all incoming data for interpreting the

situation in real-time interaction while keeping all the data for

offline processing.

In the end, we tackle the user interaction challenge by

providing the ability tomanipulate and adapt the situations. Our

approach personalizes occurring situations by learning from

user feedback, which relaxes the need for manual changes

in situation templates. Hence, the user does not have to deal

with the complexities of the situation templates’ structure.

Moreover, the changes are more reliable as modifications are

based on frequent patterns.

3. RELATED WORK

There are three main categories of approaches toward situation

identification.

Machine learning techniques. This type of methods con-

siders situations as labels and sensors’ data as inputs [33].

FIGURE 1. Core ontology for context modeling.

Neural network [20], naive Bayes [21], decision tree [22–24],

hidden Markov models [23, 34], support vector machine [25],

Bayesian networks [21, 28] and genetic algorithms [33] are

types of techniques proposed on situation recognition.

Specification-based techniques. These methods rely on log-

ical reasoning and rule engines [28, 35]. The first subcategory

of such approaches is logic programming [36]. Utilizing logic

programming for situation awareness is by specifying each

situation as a set of rules and logical operations. The source

of limitations in these approaches is the limited expressiveness

in description logic constraints.

Another subcategory is the ontology modeling [2, 18, 26,

27, 35, 37]. An ontology is defined as an explicit specification

for a concept [38]. It defines each concept by its definition and

relations to other concepts. This technique relies on designing

an ontology, which represents the problem domain. The main

benefit of using ontology is that the modeled knowledge is

shareable, transferable and understandable by both machines

and humans [39]. Matheus et al. [2] proposed a core ontology

for situation-aware applications. Their approach is based on

the claim that the knowledge about objects’ relationships is the

core requirement for situation identification. This core ontol-

ogy should be customized according to each specific situation.

In the proposed ontology, situations are related to goals, rules

and physical objects. Pearson et al. [27] developed two separate

ontology models for context modeling and situation modeling.

The former is presented in Fig.1. This ontology describes an

event with the use of the sensors’ value, the location of the

sensors, the timestamp of an event and the reliability of sensors’

metric.

Modeling by situation templates is another subcategory of

specification-based approaches. Situation templates are one-

directional XML trees with a root labeled as the situation and

written in XML [30, 40–43].

Spatial and temporal logics are used to model reasoning over

the location and the time of events [44]. Besides, fuzzy logic is

widely used to control the uncertainty of sensor values [45, 46].
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FIGURE 2. A situation template sample.

Hybrid approaches are the recent point of view for many

data processing communities [47–49] to benefit from multiple

training techniques or knowledge-aware resources together. In

this context, hybrid learning is used to indicate the combina-

tion of specific-based methods and machine learning methods.

Yuan and Herbert [50] introduced a hybrid learning algo-

rithm in healthcare scope as a context-aware real-time assistant

using rule-based and case-based reasonings. Using machine

learning techniques to generate dynamic association rules and

adding the sound rules to adapt ontology is another investigated

method [29].

Sukor et al. [51] has argued that using these hybrid

approaches helps in adapting to personalized situations and is

more compatible with human behavior. They proposed a hybrid

approach with a knowledge-aware starting point and extended

their method using SVM as the training technique to adapt

the knowledge to the user’s varying actions. Although their

approach is similar to ours, our usage of situation templates

yields an interpretable decision process, which is more suitable

for smart environments.

In this paper, we present a hybrid learning algorithm based

on situation templates and decision tree combining as online

and offline reasoning tools. Because of the specific structure

of decision trees, they are easily integrated with situation

templates. Additionally, unlike other machine learning tech-

niques that do not specify the logic of producing the final

label, the label generation process of decision trees is human-

understandable.

4. THE PROPOSED HYBRID APPROACH

We propose a model to solve the challenges mentioned in

Section 2. Our model is built on top of the SitOPT framework

[30]. SitOPT is a three-layer framework containing a sensor

layer, a situation recognition layer and a workflow layer. The

sensor layer handles communication regarding physical objects

and hardware. It gathers sensor data and transforms them into

context information. The situation recognition layer identifies

the situations according to the received input from the sen-

sor layer. Finally, the identified situation is transferred to the

workflow layer, where it is translated into a set of executable

tasks that affect the environment through appropriate actua-

tors. SitOPT is incapable of capturing the dynamic nature of

environments because it is a specification-based algorithm. The

SitOPT [30] deployment is suggested to be donewith the Node-

RED platform, which executes data flows in the clouds, local

and any other devices [30].

Our modifications improve the accuracy and adaptability of

SitOPT’s situation recognition layer in dynamic environments.

Our approach utilizes the power of observed data to personalize

an initial expert system and is able to deal with unseen situa-

tions. SitOPT’s [30] situation templates have a tree structure

in which nodes have one of four types: operator, condition,

sensor and situation (Fig. 2). Templates are constructed by

expert users. Thus, errors may be due to the lack of environ-

ment understanding by the experts, no consideration of sensor

corruption and no consideration of the environment’s living

agent behavior. In addition, events such as adding a new sensor,

removing a sensor or a change in human behavior are other

factors that change the environment specifications. Thus, the

need for an adaptation strategy is evident.

Figure 3 provides an overview of the proposed model. The

machine learning unit captures sensors’ images2 and user’s

feedback to generate a decision tree. The situation repository

is the storage for the initial and updated situation models. The

enhancer unit merges the decision tree, made by the machine

learning unit, with the situation templates. The recognizer unit

detects the ongoing situation by checking situation models in

the repository against the incoming data. Finally, the workflow

fragment repository maps the selected situation to different

environmental functions. The workflow fragment repository,

the situation repository and the recognizer unit of this archi-

tecture are adopted from SitOPT [30].

The machine learning unit uses the C4.5 algorithm [52] to

build a decision tree [53], which helps to adapt the situation

models to a specific environment. Figure 4 shows an example

of a decision tree. Decision trees and situation templates have

a similar structure, but their data processing direction are dif-

ferent from each other. In a decision tree, labels are determined

by traversing the tree from the root to the leaf nodes, while in

a situation template, inputs are cross-checked with all possible

paths from the leaves to the root. Moreover, a decision tree can

2 A sensor image is a snapshot of one particular moment alongwith all the sensor values

and the decision made by the system or the user.
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FIGURE 3. The overall view of the architecture.

FIGURE 4. A decision tree sample.

distinguish between several classes, while a situation template

is a boolean classifier.

Almost all tasks in smart environments are semi-automated

or launched with an alert to the user. The user’s responses to

the alerts and approvals of the recommended actions made by

the semi-automated process provide the system with plenty of

labeled samples. The machine learning algorithm uses these

labeled data to train the aforementioned decision tree. In this

decision tree, each label node is associated with a precision3

value and a total number of the occurrences of the relevant label

in the training examples.

The enhancer unit follows the steps below to adapt the

situation templates by considering the collected observations.

3 TP/(TP+FP)

1. Convert the decision tree and situation templates to DNF4

trees.

2. Update the DNF trees from situation templates based on

the decision tree.

3. Convert the updated DNF trees to situation templates.

4. Store the updated situation templates back to the situa-

tion template repository.

The enhancer unit procedure is shown in Fig. 5. After the

first step, each label (situation) is described by two DNF trees:

a tree from the decision tree paths and a second tree from the

relevant situation template in the situation repository.

As shown in Fig. 6, each generated DNF tree consists of

condition nodes, ‘AND’ operator nodes, an ‘OR’ operator node

and a situation node. A path in a DNF tree is a sub-tree that

starts with an ‘AND’ operator node. Each path shows a required

set of conditions that indicates the occurrence of the situation

located at the root. As each branch of the decision tree results

in exactly one path in a DNF tree, this path would inherit

the precision value and the number of total positively detected

examples.

Updating the situation templates is a three-step procedure.

First, Algorithm 1 generates a set of similar pairs of paths. PTsi
represents the path i in the DNF resulted from the situation

template for the situation s and PDsj represents the path j in the

DNF resulted from the decision tree for the situation s. Also,

SM denotes a set of similar pairs where

SM = {(PT
s1
i ,PD

s1
j ), (PTs1a ,PD

s1
b ), ..., (PT

sn
l ,PD

sn
k )}.

4 Disjunctive normal form
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FIGURE 5. The enhancer process overview.

FIGURE 6. DNF tree.

Each pair represents a similar set of requirements to detect the

same situation and is attached with a similarity score, which

shows the probability of the alignment. The similarity score

of a pair is computed based on its paths’ condition nodes and

the value of their defined thresholds. Condition nodes can be

similar if and only if they have the identical sensor type and the

logical operator.

Second, the pairs are pruned by discarding all pairs whose

similarity score is below a threshold. the default threshold in the

experiments is 0.6. Finally, in each selected pair (PT
si
l ,PD

si
k ),

PT
si
l is updated based on PD

si
k . In order to apply the update

process on a pair, we define two boolean variables of paths’

and labels’ reliability on the decision tree DNFs. These values

are used to ensure lower risk on updating the situation tem-

plates. Formula (1) shows the computation of path reliability.

Furthermore, we define label confidence and label cardinality.

Label confidence is the minimum precision value of the paths

in the DNF trees of a specific situation, and the label cardi-

nality shows the total number of the available training data for

FIGURE 7. Adding new paths to situation template.

that situation. Using Formulas (3) and (4), label reliability is

computed based on Formula (5).

Reliability(path,P5,C6) =

{

0 : P < 0.65 ∨ C < 10

1 : o.w.
(1)

train− data = {(x, y) : x = input, y = label} (2)

Card(A) =| {(a, b)|(a, b) ∈ train− data ∧ b = "A"} | (3)

Conf (A) = min{xprecision : xprecision ∈ A(precision)} (4)

5 Precision

6 Total number of training data with this label
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TABLE 1. The types of sensors.

Sensors Output Description Wrong outputs on

Motion sensor {0,1} Detects human motion Not moving humans

Boolean light {0,1} Detects the light status

Fuzzy light [0,1] Detects the light status

Noise sensor [0,1] Detects room’s noise Outside noises

TV sensor {0,1} Detects the TV status

Label− Reliability(A)=

{

0 : Conf (A)<0.8 ∨ Card(A)<100

1 : o.w.

(5)

At the final step, the following updates on the pairs contain-

ing a reliable path in the decision tree are possible:

1. adding a new path to the situation template,

2. removing a path from the situation template,

3. updating a threshold value in a path from the situation

template.

When a reliable path for situation s from the decision tree is

not present in any pair of the selected set, a new path is added to

the situation template’s DNF tree of situation s. Figure 7 shows

an example of adding a new path to a situation template.

If the label for situation s is reliable in the decision tree,

the paths from the situation template for situation s that do not

have a representative pair in the selected set SM are removed.

Removing these paths decreases the execution latency and

increases the accuracy of the situation recognition process.

The accuracy is improved due to the reduction of erroneous

recognition and fewermisinterpretation of received data.More-

over, this process helps to remove paths that contain bro-

ken sensors. However, as the decision tree is built on top

of observations, there are rare paths considered by the initial

templates but not reflected in the decision tree. Hence, there

is no match for such conditions in the selected pairs. In order

to prevent the removal of such paths, we allow the initial

templates to mark these paths with a flag. The flagged paths

are never removed, whether they appear in the similarity set

or not.
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8 H. R. Faghihi et al.

TABLE 2. List of sensors in each room.

Rooms/

sensors

Motion

sensor

Boolean

light

Fuzzy

light

Noise

sensor

Television

sensor

Working room 1 0 1 1 1

Management room 1 0 1 0 0

Rest room 1 1 0 0 0

When the initial templates are designed carefully, the thresh-

old update happens more frequently than previous types of

modifications. Even if the experts do well on modeling, deter-

mining the thresholds of condition nodes is barely possible

without analyzing the specific environment for a long period.

For example, some may read books in dimmer light than others

or some may prefer a different temperature threshold for the

air conditioning system to start cooling. Therefore, thresholds

are not accurately predictable before running the system for

a while and are not evident at the initial step of the situation

modeling. Thus, this type of update personalizes the templates

for a specific environment.

In the threshold update process, the thresholds of the con-

dition nodes of a path from a situation template DNF tree are

updated according to the condition nodes in the other path in

the pair. For instance, this process can change the conditional

comparison LIGHT − SENSOR − 1 > 0.4 to LIGHT −

SENSOR− 1 > 0.8.

The updated DNF trees of situation templates are trans-

formed back to their original format and replace the existing

templates in the repository. If users change their behavior or

some new sensors are added to the system, themachine learning

data have to be removed and started again. As machine learning

algorithms are built on top of the data provided to them, they

usually reflect the long-term conditions and do not reflect new

changes at a good pace. Therefore, the user should be able to

redefine the training data.

5. EXPERIMENT

5.1. Dataset

We provide a synthetic dataset containing environmental obser-

vations in a small company. A single company consisted of

three different rooms is simulated. The types of sensors in each

room are listed in Table 1. The smart environment caches the

values of sensors every 1 second to enable the detection of

changes. The existence of sensors in each room is available in

Table 2.

Based on these sensors, five situations are defined. These

situations are listed in Table 3.

We generate random data from the sensors. These data

are annotated manually and split into training and test sets.

The generated data are double-checked to be feasible sensors’

images at two points. First, the initial images are tested by a

TABLE 3. The defined situations in the environment.

Sensors Description

Opening The company is opened (it was previously closed).

Closing The company is closed (It was previously open).

Working The manager or the staff are working.

Educating An educating session is active in company.

rule engine to verify the possibility of occurrence. Secondly, the

labeled data are checked by some simple rules to avoid human

mistakes. However, we have left 2% of the errors untouched

so that it can reflect the erroneous user feedback in real-world

scenarios. The manual labeling process has been done by more

than 10 different people to reflect different opinions and change

of behavior as we feed the data increasingly to the system.

Furthermore, the generated data are splitted into seven parts.

One part is considered as test data and is not provided to the

machine learning unit. Other parts represent a limited working

period. Each part involves 200–250 sensors’ images. This

consideration is mandatory because it is unrealistic to assume

that all sensors’ images are available at the initial step. Thus, we

simulate the time by running our proposed model in six steps

while adding one part to the training data at each step, assuming

they were generated increasingly through time.

5.2. Evaluation

As experts and their defined situations’models play an essential

role in the outcome of our approach, we evaluate the proposed

method by defining two different sets of initial templates.

The first set contains good starting models that are highly

accurate, and the second set is poorly designed and is used to

test the dependency to the starting knowledge and the pace of

improvement.

Finally, for each time step, we use the test data to evaluate

the initial situation templates, the updated situation templates

and the decision tree performance. The result of evaluation

on bad starting models is plotted in Fig. 8 and the good start

evaluation is depicted in Fig. 9. In all figures, the solid squared

line represents the initial situations templates, the dashed line

with stars represents the updated templates and the dashed line

with cross marks represents the decision tree. In each row of

the figure, the left plot shows the accuracy comparison, the

central one represents the precision comparison and the right

one shows the evaluation on recall. For a brief overview, the

results of the accuracy of bad start initialization are listed in

Table 4.

The results show that our approach’s accuracy, precision and

recall are either better or equal to the initial situation templates.

However, our approach is superior in many cases. Moreover,

results show that updates do not happen based on an inaccurate

decision tree. An essential factor for evaluation is the reliability
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thresholds. Hence, it introduces a new hyper-parameter to the

network.

Using a data-driven approach increases the flexibility

and adaptability of the models in comparison with logical

models. Furthermore, using machine learning in combination

with logical approaches results in more adjustable models.

Moreover, our approach’s adaptability is due to its personalized

prediction model for each environment via numerous updates.

Updating the thresholds inside comparison nodes is the main

reason to acquire more adaptability in models. Finally, a

static situation model is not able to reflect changes regarding

adding or removing a sensor. On the contrary, our model is

more flexible to the environment’s changes due to captur-

ing those modifications and adapting the situation models

accordingly.

6. LIMITS AND FUTURE WORK

As discussed in Section 1, the importance of situation aware-

ness in smart environments is undeniable. However, there are

still a lot of challenges unresolved by prior work, given real-

world scenarios. Despite all the benefits of deep neural net-

works and their successful implementations, there is still a need

for more sophisticated approaches to utilize human knowledge

alongside such structures. However, deep neural networks’

black-box architecture is the main drawback preventing inte-

grating prior knowledge in their learning architecture design.

Under such considerations, it is an excellent opportunity to look

back at traditional machine learning approaches and investigate

the possibility of logical integration with those algorithms.

This work proposes an approach that uses a decision tree

as a traditional machine learning approach and integrates a

logical representation of human knowledge in the form of trees

to augment the decision tree’s output. Here, we have shown

an example of possible integration of logic and traditional

machine learning approaches to encourage the community to

look back at previous achievements and probe for opportunities

to expand further.

As our research is limited because of no access to a

functioning smart environment, we have evaluated our method

with a simulated scenario. However, to compare the proposed

approach’s performance on more complicated scenarios,

it is mandatory to evaluate with a real-world functioning

smart environment because human behavior is more unex-

pectable than considered in any simulation process. We have

implemented our approach based on Python programming

language and decision tree implemented in Scikit-learn [54]

package. The implementation code is publicly available on

GitHub7.

7 https://github.com/hfaghihi15/SITRTS
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FIGURE 8. Bad start evaluation (accuracy, precision, recall).

One possible future work is investigating the possibility of

merging knowledge graphs and deep neural networks, enabling

the usage of more powerful machine learning computation

integrated with a more sophisticated human knowledge source.

Furthermore, processing a large amount of data requires sig-

nificant computational resources, which may not be available

for all experiments. Thus, considering the growing number of

sensors available in smart environments and the interpretation

complexity for processing them appropriately, there is a need

for a more intelligent filtering method. Accordingly, another

possible future direction is designing a filtering approach based

on predicting the situation on a subset of observed sensor data

and how to find the optimal subset.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid learning method for sit-

uation identification, which utilizes situation templates and
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FIGURE 9. Good start evaluation (accuracy, precision, recall).

a decision tree. This method is evaluated against a growing

collection of data to simulate time in the real-world implemen-

tations of a smart environment. The results showed that our

approach guarantees better accuracy in every step of integra-

tion compared with the initial situation templates. This work

can be extended by considering a proper feedback gathering

mechanism that does not distract the user frequently. Another

future directing is the automatic extraction of new events and

situations by clustering the observations of the user’s sequence

of actions.
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